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EFF'ICIENCY OF GUNS AND MACHINE GUNS FROM TEEl TECHNICAL 
POINT OF VIEW* - 

Prom the engineering point of view, a gun or machine gun is L heat e rghe  
very similar to a Diesel or petrol engine. I t  has to do work when-operated by 
a soldier. A fuel is burnt, namely the propellant, and certainpower (erergy 
per unit time) is obtained, namely the kinetic energy of t71e projecbile for each 
interval of rounds fired. - -  - 

%-- 

Since the function of a gun or machine gun is in principle that-of an engine, 
it ie obvious that for the design of a weapon, like the design of an engine, einilar 
engineering methods and scientific research are to be used. And themurse 
of development of a prototype, either of a gun or a heat engine, will follow 
~imilar lines. In  the development of a gun the high standard and accuracy 
of Ballistic measuring apparatus play a very helpful role in the realis~tion of 
desired ciaalities and attainment of higher efficiencies. - - 

Phis does not mean that +e value only the mechanical qualities. We 
know that the success of a weapon also depends on the troops who handle 
them and their officers. Therefore i t  is evident that for the development of a 
new weapon, besides the technical and economical points of view, the military 
aspects greatly influence the size and shape. - 

However, in the following I will restrict myself to the technical points 
of view and try to form some mathematical terms from which a comparison, 
not only b9tween two diffarent weapons but also betwaaa waapons and the 
general field of heat engines can be drawn. - 
The thermodynamic eflticiency. 

When the projectile leaves the muzzle of a gun i t  has a k i n e t i c - e ~ i e r ~ ~  
El=* m V, +- 8 J w, 2 expressed, say, in f t  Ibs. Herein the second 
term of the energy of rotation in negligibly small compared with the firahterm 
of the energy of trc~slation. - 

This eucrgy is producc.d by the heat content of the propellant. When 
C! is the charge weight in Ibs., H the calorific value in BTU/lb, and 758 the 
Joule's equitalent in f t  lbs/UTU, we have the initiaI energy E2 = C x H - X-778 
also expressed in f t  lbs. 

Hen*, the ratio El to E, g i v ~ ~  the degree of ~tilisst~ion and can be called - 
the " 1nte1,icr Ballistic Effioiency " of the gun. - - 

9 m v: 
' = ---- 

C H 778 

When we compare this ratio with that  normally obtainrcl in the i!esign 
of combushim engines we find that i t  includes not ollly 'the thermodynamic 

--. 

c5ciencp 'lth but also the mecllanical effieienky 'lm which takes into account 
the losses due to mechanical friction in the engine gear, SO that in OW case ' - - 

* Paper read by Dr. G. Baranski on April 22,1952 at the Second Defence Science Conference. 
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the Interior Ballistic Efficiency equals th.e product of the thermodjnamic and 
the mechanical efficiencies : - - x * 

'ib 'th 'm 

- Figure 1 shows the relation between the barrel length and the efficiency 
'lib. The results are obtained by tests on 20-rnm barrels. To sim$ifp cem- 
parison with bigger calibers, dimmsionless values me given. It is known from . 
the design of combustion engines that a higher peak pressure as well as a lo age^ 
travel gives better efficiencies. The reason is that a high peak pressure influ- 
ences the peak temperatwe and therefore increases the drop of herat a+ailable 
for the thermodynamical process, and that a longer barrel like a lofiger c94iader . 

a (or higher compression ratio) of a heat engine makes the degree of expansion 
higher. , 

In this connection it is interesting to consider the corresponding values 
of efficiency of heat engines. Heavy gas engines run by producer gase,q can 
have an efficiency up to 25% when calculated from the heat energy of the 
fuel consumed to the energy obtained on the wheel, and heavy Diesel engines 
can rsach ea &,eieney of 30 to 35 per cent, according to the high peak pressure 
irt the cylinders. 

We see from figure 1 that the efficiencies of guns are in the same range as 
stated above for heat engines. That means the utilization of the propeIlant 
heahin guns is quite in accordance with the present day standards of general 
engineering. 

When the designer intends to obtain a very high efficiency r)ib he is limited 
by some conditions which he cannot transgress without specialarrangements: 
The magnitude of peak pressure, for instance, is to be kept below certain'limits 
as the yield point of %he barrel material has to be taken into consideration,* 

On the other hand, the'designer cannot raise the barrel length ho value% 
higher than 45 to 70 caliber lengths because the weapon would become 'too 

* For oalculation of the tangential stress admissible sometimes Winkler's Formula is used 

where k is the r ~ t i o  of outside toinside diameter. For agiven peak pressure Pax, lower stresses 
are obtained by thi* it~rmula than those obtained by the use of the exact equations derived from 
the theory of elasticity 

in combination with the limiting condition of yielding / , * I  , . 
2 2 

.I-. + - i_ = 2 r  
t F . admissible. 

~ o w e v e r , - ' ~ u n  barrels calculated after Winkler show no defoimation. One reason for this 
bebaoiour seems to be that the material has a much higher yield point a t  short dynamical load8 
(as iti guns and machine guns) than in the static material test. Though I cannot give art exact 
figure about the yield point increase of barrel steel I wouldlike to mention that, dfter E. Meyer: 
soft steel has a 80 per cent higher yield point a t  an elongation rate. f€ = 100 sep-'+ . 

blongation rates of this range are usual a t  medium calibers, 
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long and too heavy, and in recoil driven machine guns, the rate of fire would 
drop too much. due to the h e p y  masses moved. 

Just when we take into consideration the weight of the gun and the rate 
of fire we come to another technical term of quality : 

,The power per unit weight. 
Por comparison of different heat gngines (petrol or Diesel engines) use 

is sometimes made of the " power per unit weight ". This value indicates 
how much energy per second is obtained per pound of the engine weight. As 
we generally express the power in H P  and the weight in lbs we will obtain the 
speoific power in HP/lb. 

For instance, the specific power of a common autocar engine is about 
0.1 HP/lb end that of highly developed aircraft engine is about 0 - 8  HP/lb.* 

This specific power includes all features and components of design, cons- 
truction, and materials used. Therefore it is a measure of the technical quality 
of the engine. 

In the field of gun design i t  is also possible to use the value of the specific 
power as a measure of quality. We have first to see how we can introduce 
this specific power into the other data generafly used as characteristics of 

e 
guns. 

Since power means energy produced per unit time we have first to consider 
the energy. 

I think the energy which may most conveniently indicate the quality 
of a gun is the muzzle energy Eo-4 m vo2. 

Those who are keen on the measure of success achieved in hitting the target 
may use th.e kinetic energy on the target E t = i  m vt2 and may ndd a factor 
which describes the probability of hitting. They will then have included the 
quality of the projectile and the influence of the exterior ballistics. Or, those 
who are more interested in the detonation effect a t  the target, may use the 
energy (that is the heat content) of the High Explosives carried with the shell 
to the target and may also add the faator of probability. 

In  cas? wc use the muzzle energy there arises the further question of 
fixing the time during which this energy may be supposed to have been released. 

The actual generating time is the travelling time of the projectile along 
the barrel. This interval is very short and usually measured in milliseconds. 

Another fime basis may be fixed as the interval between two successive 
. rounds. For machine guns this time interval is obtained from the rate of fire. 

I t  is n = 601T where T is measured in seconds and n in min-1 In  the case of 
hand-operated guns, h.owever, th.e number of rounds per minute would depend 
to a certain extent on the skill of the soldier. This personal factor may falsify 

* To give an actual example : A 600 HP aircraft engine weighs 730 lbs. Then the sp&ific 
power is obtained by the ratio 6001730 = 0.822 HP/lb. Each pound of tho en8ine produce@ 
0.822 HP, 
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any quality term which is meant to refer to the gun alone. We therefore 
have tu eliminate this personal factor and we do so by using an empirical 
formula which gives us the interval T (in seconds) between two rounds as 
function of the cpliber D (in inches). It is approxim.ately T w 1.5 x Dz 
and differences in values actually obtained on guns cre not so important in 
this connection.* 

When we intend to compare the efficiency of guns and machine guns with 
that of heat engincs wa have to choose the whole interval between ~uccessivcb 
rounds as our time basis, and not the actual generating time of the shot travel 
along the barrel. For, in case of a heat engine we take the entire time of a 
cycle, for it~stance the time for all the 4 strokes of a 4-stroke engine, and not. 
merely the time of the wo;king stroke. 

Figure 1 (a)  and 1 (b) show tables in which the power of some types oi 
guns and machine guns is stated. They also give the specific power (power 
per unit weight) in HP/lb. We see that the values of the specific power are 
qauch,bigher for machine guns than for guns, due to the higher rates of fire of 
machine guns. I 

FIG la 

Type of Weapon, Country 
or Manufacturer 

7 - 
I. U. S. SERVIOE GUNS 

Antitank Gun . . .. 

Paak Howitzer .. 

Howitzer . . . . 

Gun . . . . 

GUU .. . . . . 

Howitzer . . . . 

Gun .. . . . . 

Howitzer . . .., 

* I have always found valuea given by military aut,how f!ke '% rdslmin ", or " 2 rds/min ". 
or " 1 rd/min ". But never have I seen a value given as 3 .27  rds/min ". From this it is 
evident that generally these intewals aSe given in round numbers and are not so exact as the 
other data of a gun. 

\ 

specific 
power 
in HP/ 

lb. 

1.0 

0.1445 

0.0810 

0.0628 

0.0392 

0.0218 

0.0206 

- * 
0.0161 

Muzzle 
volo- 
city 
Vo in 
ft/seo 

2900 

1250 

1550 

2275 

2800 

1950 

2960 

2300 

Wmpon 
weight 
in lbs. 

I__-- 

19l 

341 

1080 

4200 

9595 

10240 

29800 

25100 

Caliber 
D 

37mm 

75mm 

105 mm 

. . ' 4 # 6 : i n c h  

165 mm 

R inoh 

8 inch 

240mm 

Rate of fire 
n = GO/T 
in Imin. 

60 
18.9 = --- 

3.18 

60 
2.59 -- 

13.1 

60 
2.345 = - 

25.6 

GO 
1 . 9 7 5 e -  

30.4 

60 
1.07 = - 

56 

60 
0.625 = - 

96 

60 
0.625 = - 

96 

60 
0.45 =- 

133.6 

Projec- 
tiIe 

weight 
Win 

Ibs. ----- 
(2.62) 

14.60 

33 

54.9 

95 - 
2QO 

240.37 

360 

Power 
in HP 

195 

49.2 

87.5 

264 

376 

224 

616 

404 
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\ 
TI. M A V ~ N E  GVNS 

,,,Figqs.2 shws the. same spwific powers for U.S. service guns when &s)nr.a 
kgainst the caliber. The figures are taken from the book " Weapons of' the 
bdd-war  IP " by G. M. BARNES, Only the figures of the rounds per minute 
are s'lightly changed by use of the above mentioned formula to eliminate the 
personal f~ot;or. 
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It is astonishin. how the points obtained fall-kt0 a single curve though 
different typesof guns and-howitzers are considered simultaneously.* 

- One fact is remarkable. For heat engines, normally, the-specific power 
increases when the power itself increases, and bigger engines usually have hi$ter 
efficiencies and ,higher speqific power. In the case 'of however, the 
specific power decreases sharply with the increase of caliber. 

Before we discuss the cause for this behaviour of bigger guns we should 
remember the Hle,wing two facts : 

' (1) *he magnitude of the gun power is enormous wh&&la%ed to the 
generating- time. The American 240-mm gun, for instance, has a generating 
'time of 21-4 milliseconds and, related to this time, a power of 2.5 Million EP. 
This woamt can, &ver be approached by any type of heat engine. (It is 
unde&osd ,s6tt bhe installed capmiby a+' all Ohexpdro-electric power stations 
c o m b e d  was 670000 HP in India, in 1948 ; that is about ctne fointh of t;he 
power uf %his gun.) - - - -  

(2t f%e_mtio of the actual generating time'to the cyclic period js lower 
with gum 4 4 ~ ~  with heat engines. If we assume a ratio of 1 : 4 for %he mean 
power of a &&&e engine, the corresponding value of the 240-mm gun will be 
about 1 : 6000, the generating time being 21 a4 milliseconds v31ile the cyolic 
interval is abnt 133.5 seconds. The f a c t ~ r  of t h e  utilisaxion is constant 
with b a t  engines but decreases with bigger caliber of guns, 

Wow  ema all see how the specific power varies in respect of caliber D* 
The qec%c P 6 e r  

$ m vo2 1 P = where : 
S. T Wg ' -  

m=msss of shell varies as the cube of D .. . .c, D3 
v,&lazzle velocity does not depend on caliber . .. .c2 Do 
T=whob interval as given by the empirical fcmnula, 

varies as square of caliber - . . .. c,D2 
Wg=weight of the gun. This &ay be assumed as pro- ' 

pcrrtaonal to the barrel neight. 
m=l. 4 4  (Do2-D2). 8 
with 
1 =c,*D (c-,=caliber length) . . , .o,D8 
D,=k.D 

k = f (  P max 
o admiss. = c5 

tPk obtain 

-. 
As can Be expected, f r w  theahove IN&&&PT~ &he miwe'PB=8(D) c h r n  
actual figures is of hyperbolic character (see'Pig. 2). 
--- - ------ .---.-. "- ".. 

* I am very sorry that I cannot show the corresponding values of Indian ant1 British gl11I8 
due to lack of time for obtaining exact data. 
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Figure 3 shows the specific power of some machine guns also drawn against 
the calfher. Apparently the graph looks confusing, but becomes clear when 
the year of design is mentioned and other details are given. 
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To begin with, we have here two-Infantry machine guns of the last war, 
the American Browning, model 1919 (but still in service) and the German 
E.M.G. 1934, partly designed by Mauser. The differences of the specific power 
are chiefly due to differences in rate of fire. We know that the Army is not 
greatly interested in a very high rate of fie. May be the consumption of 
pmmuaition is feared to be too high. A foreign specification, for instance, 
relating to the design of an Infantry machine gun actually prescribed " to get 
a rate of fire lower than 500 per min without any mechanical retardation 
device ". - 

The Air Force, however, is interested in a rate of fire as high as pdssible. 
The fightin the air is very short and the firing time lasts only for 0.5 to 3 seconds 
according to circumstances. Dujcing this short interval as many projectiles 
as possible have to be shot against the enemy plane. Referring to the graph, 
consider the values for the Rheinmetall Aircraft M.G., model 1928, ha$ing a 
rate of fke of 1100 per minute and the French Aviation M.G., designed about 
1938, having a rate of fire of 1400 roundslmin. 

At the 20-mm caliber only a few examples are given. The older Oerlikon 
M.G., Type AS and the Danish Madsen M.G. were of contemporarydesign and 
have correspondingly same values of specific power. 

The Hispanc Suiza M.G. iKt rather an exception, and its very high specific 
power (w 7 HP/lb) may be attributed to its very superior design compared to 
other machine guns of like caliber. In the last World War this excellent M. G. 
was in service in U.S.A., in Britain, ip France, in Germany, and-as I am 
informed-is also in service in India. 
" For th@ground-to-air and air-to-air fight two 30-mm weapons w6re d&igned ' 
in Germany during the last war. The Bren M.G., Type MK 303, had a very 
high muzzle velocity and was meant for protection of submarines against air- 
craft. The ~ther_M_K108, designed by Rheinmetall, had a hi& rats! of fire 
but a comparatively low muzzle velocity to which, of course, tkTvelocity of 
its carrier fighting plane was to be added. Though-different in details,?both 
keapons have approximately the same specific power. - - 
: At the 40-mm caliber, the specific power of the Tkkers M.G. and the well 
known Bofors M.G. are shown. Though the latter &as proved very reliable 
$ function its lowe'r specific power may be attributed - to its om@ design (in ' 

Y 

the beginning of the thirties). - - 
For comparison with heat engines, valu& of specific powez-f a highly 

developed aircraft engine and a common a-ocar engine are also,shown in tlie 
figure. There is no doubt about that in the field of machine g t ~  design we 
obtain much more power per unit weight than in the field of-%eat engine&. 
The measure of quality is up to 10 times higher and a designer of weapons can 
be proud of this fact. 

The above comparison, however, is only a-restricted one, .and haialy 
h"Til~%R"~hod~when; for instance, come to the question of wearing time or 
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useful life. An aircraft engine has to run 150 to 300 hours between overhauls 
and replacemerlt of spare parts in the maintenance shop. A modern aircraft 
machine gun, howerver, can work only a few minutes. The barrel wears 
rapidly and must be replaced after 4000 to 8000 shots. When the rate of fire 
is assumed in the range of 400 to 800 rounds per minute the total working time 
6f a machine gun is restricted to 10 minutes approximately. But this time 
will do and is sufficient for the shortness of an air fight which lasts only a few 
seconds. 

In the end I have to confess that some more view points exkt regarding 
efficiency of a weapon. One' already mentioned refers to the probabiliky of 
hitting the target. Still others come up from considerations of the effect on 
the target, for instance, penetration of an armour plate. 

Although in my paper I have restricted myself to view points of Internal 
Ballistic Efficiency and specific power, I hope i t  has been made clear that the 
subject of weapon design, as it is to-day, is not merely a matter of mechanical 
skill of the weapon-smith as in the past, but is one of exact calculation and 
scientific research like in the neighbouring field of heat engines, and that it 
has not only achieved a common ground with the subjebt of heat engines but 
has even surpassed it in many respects. 




